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Cambridge, MA, November 1996Plan Execution in Mission-Critical Domains(Position Paper)David J. MuslinerAutomated Reasoning GroupHoneywell Technology Center3660 Technology DriveMinneapolis, MN 55418musliner@src.honeywell.comIntroductionAI planning was born into a simple world: baby'sblocks, slow robots, benign and cooperative environ-ments. Now, as a maturing technology, AI planning isfacing the real world: satellites, jets, the World WideWeb, and tax law. Moving planners and plan execu-tives out of research labs and into industrial and publicapplications is di�cult for many reasons; my focus hereis on the numerous con�dence, certi�cation, and relia-bility issues faced in the real world.In particular, many of the domains to which plan-ning seems most suited (e.g., autonomous vehicles suchas satellites and aircraft) are mission critical, in thatsystem failures can lead to catastrophic results: lossof life or huge costs. Traditional aircraft and satellitecontrol systems are extensively tested and certi�ed tobehave in very well-understood ways. Substituting anAI planning system and plan executor for a Fortransatellite control routine will take a lot of convincing.In this paper, I take the position that the best wayto address these issues is through the use of an in-herently self-validating planning and execution system.That is, a system in which the planner generates planssatisfying certain veri�able properties (e.g., timelinessand correctness), which are then predictably and reli-ably executed by the executive. In abstract form, thistype of system is essentially a high-level automatic pro-gramming paradigm: the system designer provides adescription of primitive sensing and control actions, adescription of the domain and its dynamics, and a de-scription of the system's goals. Then, conceptually atleast, the system generates and executes a plan com-posed of primitives and combination functions (controllogic) to reliably achieve the goals. Once the systemcode itself has been certi�ed, the only further veri�ca-tion/certi�cation requirements apply to the input mod-els of primitives and the domain; each plan (program)is itself veri�ed automatically during generation.The popularity of such classical planner/executor ar-chitectures waned during the 1980s as reactive systems

dawned, but more recently the community has almostconverged on multi-layer architectures incorporatingplanners with reactive plan execution engines. In thetransition, however, many of the advantages of the clas-sical architecture have been lost: some planners now\advise" rather than \program," and execution en-gines themselves are frequently running complex, hand-coded, unbounded skeletal/hierarchical plans. Thesesystems do not provide the advantages of the \auto-matic programming" paradigm.So, let this position paper act as a call to arms:bring back predictability, execution semantics, planveri�cation and other such features. Stem the ram-pant growth of plan executor features in favor of de-veloping accurate models of how the existing systemsactually work, so that projective planners can buildplans rather than simply turning on and o� human-built plans. With a more rigorous understanding ofthe performance features of complex plan executionsystems like RAPs (Firby 1987), their powerful ex-ibility can be used in the context of veri�ed systemsfor mission critical domains.It is important to note that the drive for a morepredictable system does not necessarily require usto abandon the recognized advantages of new meth-ods like reactive execution. For example, the Co-operative Intelligent Real-Time Control Architecture(CIRCA) (Musliner, Durfee, & Shin 1993; 1995)roughly follows the automatic programming model,with enhancements designed to handle a variety ofrealistic resource limitations including both planningtime and execution time. CIRCA also incorporatessome of the fairly recent advances in planning andexecution techniques (e.g., indexical-functional vari-ables (Agre & Chapman 1987), reactive execution).The following sections provide more detail on howCIRCA's plan execution component uses these tech-niques while also providing a strictly predictable exe-cution behavior that CIRCA relies on to enforce guar-anteed plans for mission-critical domains.



The CIRCA ApproachIn the CIRCA approach to automated control formission-critical domains, the planner reasons about afairly complex model of world dynamics and primi-tive control behaviors (Musliner, Durfee, & Shin 1995).Projecting the world dynamics forward, the plannersynthesizes plans in a quite simple form called a Test-Action Pair (TAP) schedule, which is essentially a loopof if-then rules that are sequentially tested and ex-ecuted. The simplicity of this structure for plans iscrucial, because the planner must have a complete un-derstanding of the logical and temporal consequencesof each TAP it plans. Through projection, the plannerreduces decisions about parallel goal pursuits, goal con-icts, and other complex issues to simple, state-basedreactions that do not require the plan execution com-ponent to perform any signi�cant multi-step inference,projection, or conict resolution. The planner's worldmodel incorporates indexical-functional state featuresexplicitly, thus realizing both their advantages for e�-cient planning (Musliner 1994) and reactive execution.By the time the plan gets to the executor, its be-havior must be very well understood; at a minimum,the planner must have a certain level of assurance thatthe plan is correct. CIRCA's concept of a \safely-controlled set of states" supports this level of assur-ance. The planner works to derive plans that restrictthe world to a set of states satisfying two basic prop-erties:Safety | No catastrophic failures are reachablewithin the set.Closure | The (controlled) world state will remainwithin the set of states until the system is ready toleave the set.Executing a plan that enforces a safely-controlled set ofstates allows the CIRCA planner to work inde�nitelyto �nd a plan for the next phase of operations, whilethe current plan keeps the system safe.Focusing on the executive component, this approachplaces several unusual requirements on the functionalbehavior of the system. For example, completely pre-dictable execution of the plan is required to ensurethat the planner's intentions are accurately carried out.This predictability must span both logical behavior(i.e., the executive should take exactly those actionsplanned by the planner for any given state of the world)and timeliness (e.g., the reaction time of the executiveto changes in the world must remain strictly within thebounds established and expected by the planner).CIRCA raises the timeliness aspects of plan execu-tion to the same level of concern as the logical cor-

rectness standards associated with traditional plan-ning. Timeliness involves not just reasoning about timeat a coarse level during plan generation, but also de-tailed timing information that explicitly accounts forsensing activity, the delays between sensing and ac-tion (Musliner, Durfee, & Shin 1994), communicationdelays, and the lowest-level details of action selectionand execution.CIRCA's Predictable ExecutiveBuilding this type of predictable executive for theCIRCA system required several essential design ele-ments. Reviewing these design decisions is made par-ticularly interesting by keeping in mind the featuresof the more common executives such as RAPs (Firby1987) and PRS (George� & Ingrand 1989; Ingrand,George�, & Rao 1992). In CIRCA, the Real-Time Sub-system (RTS) ful�lls the role of plan executor, takingin cyclic loops of Test Action Pairs (TAPs) from theparallel planning system. TAPs are essentially auto-matically generated/planned if-then production rulesannotated with worst-case resource and timing require-ments. Designed to meet mission-critical hard real-time performance criteria, the CIRCA RTS includes1:Scheduled Communication | All communicationinto and out of the RTS is explicitly scheduled withinTAPs. That is, all communication actions are actu-ally accomplished from within the planned TAPs.This includes incremental downloading of new TAPsschedules from the planning/scheduling system, andsending feedback information about world state andplan execution progress back to the parallel planningsystem.Scheduled Sensing | All sensing activity is like-wise encapsulated within TAPs, and thus explicitlyscheduled onto the available sensing and processingresources.Scheduled Dynamic Memory | Similarly,dynamic memory allocation and de-allocation aremanaged explicitly within the planned and scheduledTAPs, and are thus both predictable and closely con-trollable. As with communication, allocation func-tions are performed incrementally, to avoid the costlyworst-case of bulk allocations. In the current imple-mentation, dynamic memory allocation is used dur-ing downloading of a new TAP schedule (plan), butnowhere else; appropriate use of indexical-functionalvariables avoids the need to \gensym" new namesfor the changing objects in the world.1Complete details on this design are availablein (Musliner 1993).



No Interrupts | Unlike many systems which at-tempt to ensure real-time performance through rapidresponse to interrupts, the RTS does not accept anyinterrupts. Instead, the TAP plan being executedby the RTS is expected to have TAPs that explicitlycheck for all important conditions as quickly as nec-essary. In a sense, we have moved the polling loopout of the interrupt hardware and into the softwareRTS, so that the planner and scheduler can reasonexplicitly about the form and frequency of that loop.This design greatly increases the architecture's abil-ity to control and predict the responses of the sys-tem. If the RTS accepted interrupts, it would bevery di�cult to make any guarantees about its per-formance, since the system would have to account forthe many unpredictable aspects of interrupt-drivensystems. For example, lower-priority interrupt han-dlers could never be guaranteed, since higher-priorityinterrupts would preempt and override their behav-iors. Furthermore, incoming interrupts might belost if they arrived during the handling of equal- orhigher-priority interrupts.SummaryWe need plan execution systems that are predictableenough to be modeled accurately by planning systems,yet powerful enough to manage the vagaries of the realworld. CIRCA's RTS is a very simple �rst step in thatdirection. ReferencesAgre, P. E., and Chapman, D. 1987. Pengi: Animplementation of a theory of activity. In Proc. Na-tional Conf. on Arti�cial Intelligence, 268{272. Mor-gan Kaufmann.Firby, R. J. 1987. An investigation into reactive plan-ning in complex domains. In Proc. National Conf. onArti�cial Intelligence, 202{206.George�, M. P., and Ingrand, F. F. 1989. Decision-making in an embedded reasoning system. In Proc.Int'l Joint Conf. on Arti�cial Intelligence, 972{978.Ingrand, F. F.; George�, M. P.; and Rao, A. S. 1992.An architecture for real-time reasoning and systemcontrol. IEEE Expert 34{44.Musliner, D. J.; Durfee, E. H.; and Shin, K. G. 1993.CIRCA: a cooperative intelligent real-time control ar-chitecture. IEEE Trans. Systems, Man, and Cyber-netics 23(6):1561{1574.Musliner, D. J.; Durfee, E. H.; and Shin, K. G. 1994.Predictive su�ciency and the use of stored internal
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